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Abstract: Newspapers are vital source of information. As a 
historian had quoted “headline once in a lifetime”. We 
should do efforts to store such important information. Many 
OCRs have been developed to recognize text on printed 
documents on international and national level. But a few 
efforts have been done to recognizing text of newspaper 
articles especially in Gurumukhi script. To recognize text of 
newspaper, two main stages are performed. First is to 
segment newspaper article into various blocks and further 
segmentation of blocks into smallest recognizable unit. 
Second stage is to recognize the text. In this paper we had 
discussed the various problems that we could face in both of 
stages while developing the OCR for Gurumukhi script 
newspaper articles. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Old newspapers are vital source of information. A headline 
which is printed only once in a lifetime, is very important 
data to be stored in digital form. In last few years, digitization 
is moving from experimental activity to continuous mass 
digitization projects. Many countries like America, Australia, 
Belgium, China, New Zealand etc. had started projects on 
digitization .NDNP program is example of such programs. 
These efforts have been started because newspapers appeal to 
large number of audience and most of the times old 
newspapers are inaccessible to the audience. Digitization will 
make available this large collection of newspapers to such 
audience. Digitization create only scanned copies of 
newspaper articles or full page of newspaper. This is good if 
we want to  access images online . But imagine if we want to 
search any headline or particular text from large number of 
scanned images. This will be very time consuming and even 
very frustrating. In order to make newspapers searchable, 
digital images should be converted into computer process 
able form. Conversion of newspaper image into process able 
form is done through OCR. Optical character recognition is 
conversion of scanned image of printed, handwritten or 
typewritten text into machine readable (encoded) text. 
Converted text can be used for further machine processing. 
Through OCR manual typing errors can be removed and time 
can be saved. To convert newspaper into process able from 
many efforts have been done on international level but at 
national level few efforts have been done to convert 

newspaper article image.  At national level, few papers are 
published as best to my knowledge .To convert digital image 
of newspaper article into machine readable form two main 
steps are to be followed. First step is article segmentation into 
various regions or blocks like headline, sub headline, 
paragraphs, captions, framed paragraphs etc. before feeding 
to OCR. Segmentation is the basic step for Character 
recognition. Segmented blocks shall be further segmented 
into recognizable units. Second step is segmented block text 
recognition through OCR. There are many hurdles in the 
digitization of old newspapers like very complex layout of 
newspaper article, script mixed with roman digits and most 
likely major problem is of poor paper and printing quality of 
newspapers. When old newspaper articles are scanned it 
causes many types of degradation in scanned image like 
distorted border of characters due to aging of paper, paper and 
printing quality, marks on paper due to time factor, folding of 
paper at spine of paper etc.  

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Digitization of newspapers consists of two main steps first is 
newspaper article segmentation into various blocks or regions 
and second is recognition of newspaper article text. So review 
is also divided into two parts, first is review on segmentation 
of newspaper images and second on recognition of text. 

A. Review on segmentation 

Segmentation of article into blocks or regions is necessary for 
better recognition through OCR. For segmentation of 
newspaper many techniques are proposed by various authors. 
Two main approaches used are bottom up and top down 
approach. Bottom up approach starts with segmentation of 
low level components and merge components into a region. 
For example start with line and merge to form a paragraph. 
Second is top down approach which starts with segmentation 
of higher level component like segment into paragraph and 
then into lines. Further techniques of segmentation of 
newspaper are proposed under these two basic techniques.  

Lam et al. [1] was the first author who worked on newspaper 
image segmentation. Authors had segmented image into 
characters and then characters are merged using connected 
component analysis. After filtering textual and non textual 
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blocks , textural analysis is then performed to classify text 
into different blocks. Overlapped lines and framed paragraphs 
were not segmented implementing this technique. Gatos et al. 
[8] proposed technique for segmentation of Greek newspaper 
based on Image projection profile and FFT (fast Fourier 
Theorem) .But title segmentation accuracy was low with this 
technique. Gatos et al. [2] proposed another technique based 
on RLSA (run length smearing algorithm) to segment lines, 
images and text. Connected line components were used to 
further segment text into various blocks. Yaun et al. [10] used 
edge detection and merging technique for English script 
newspaper. Edge of each line was detected and after detection 
of text lines, region merging is done to form a block by 
pairing straight lines from upper and lower edge. But problem 
in this technique is text line is not detected if lines are 
skewed.Mitchell et al. [4] proposed technique for 
segmentation of English newspaper based on connected 
component. Authors worked on a rect of 9 pixels each. Rects 
are merged until a rect containing all white pixels is not 
found. This technique does not work well if gap in columns is 
less. Xi Ji et al. [6] implemented RLSA (run length smearing 
algorithm) and inter block distance on Chinese newspaper. 
RLSA was implemented twice on newspaper image because 
texts in Chinese newspaper are horizontally as well vertically 
aligned. Fail to segment headline if font is little larger than 
body text size. Anderson et al. [9] tried on X Y cut technique 
to segment English newspaper. Authors worked on further 
segmentation into blocks were done. Hadjar et al. [9] 
segmented Arabic newspaper image based on RLSA and 
connected line technique. Textual and non texual blocks were 
segmented well but it failed in segmenting title with special 
symbols. Mitchell et al. [5] proposed another technique to 
segment English newspaper. The technique worked on 
connected components. Mithchell improved his previous 
technique of rects. But still this technique does not work on 
poor quality images. Bansal et al. [13] segmented Indian 
English newspaper based on fixed point model. . Labeling 
is used to identify blocks as headlines, sub heading, text 
blocks, and caption. Labeling of each node (block) is based 
on features of node like appearance and contextual features. 
This technique segmented all blocks of newspaper image 
except the sub headings in the articles. Boiangui et al. [11] 
worked on Roman script newspaper. Authors segmented 
newspaper image using geometrical features of script like 
font size, space in characters etc. all blocks are segmented but 
it divide  single block  into  various  if block  contains  variable 
text size. For example caption of  image will be divided  into 
different blocks if it contains multiple font sizes. 

B.  Literature review on Recognition of 
text: 
 
 A lot of work is being performed on recognition of text 
through OCR on international level like Roman, Chinese, and 
Arabic etc. Much work is also being performed on Indian 
scripts like Devanagari, Bangla, Oriya, Kannada, Tamil and 

Gurumukhi script. Recognition of text involves many steps 
like binarization, pre processing, segmentation, feature 
extraction, classification, post processing etc. Binarization is 
conversion of image of text into two toned image which 
contain 0 and 1. Mostly used method for conversion into 
binary is Ostu method. Pre processing is removal of noise 
from binarized document; many filters are available for the 
same. Segmentation is most important part of recognition, 
most commonly used method for segmentation of printed 
documents is projection profile method [20, 34, 38, 42 , 44, 
45]. Horizontal projection is used to segment into lines and 
vertical projection is used to segment into words and 
characters. This method can also be applied on handwritten 
documents [28, 29]. Projection profile works on documents 
which are clean and spacing between lines is constant. This 
technique does not work well if space is very low, lines are 
overlapped, documents are degraded like contain touching 
characters. Some algorithms are developed based on headline, 
mean line, baseline [23, 25, 37, 40] this technique also known 
as strip height method can work on overlapped lines . 
Problem of touching characters in printed Gurumukhi script is 
also solved in some of these papers using this technique. Run 
length smearing algorithm can also be applied on printed 
documents but documents should be without overlapped 
Lines. Other techniques which are applied on printed 
documents are water reservoir [27], white space pitch method 
[26, 44] , run of black and white pixels [33]. Research work 
on distorted characters is also performed by various authors 
on international level [15, 16, 17] but at national level [34, 
39] it is on growing stage. Contour smoothing technique 
works well if border of character is not fully broken, only 
some pixels of border are destroyed. If character is broken 
into two or more parts then this technique will not work 
properly. For fragmented characters some techniques 
proposed in literature are division of character into no. of 
grids and extract features of connected fragments, filling the 
gap in borders. After segmentation, feature extraction play 
important role in recognition of character. Various structural, 
statistical feature extraction methods are discussed in 
literature. Structural  and topological features  like no. of 
junctions with headline if script contains headline, no. of 
loops, lines , curves, end line of characters are used to 
recognize the character. Statistical features are Moments, 
Zoning, windowing, projection profile histograms, Distance 
profile etc. features are devised in literature. Statistical 
features are insensitive to noise and can be relied in degraded 
documents. Feature extraction method and classifiers are 
devised in [21] for Gurumukhi script. Stroke based and Water 
reservoir approach [22, 40] can also be used for extracting 
features. A binary tree can be formed based on these extracted 
features. As roman script is totally different from Gurumukhi 
script so work performed in [16, 17] cannot be directly 
applied on Gurumukhi script. Bengali and Devanagari share 
some of properties with Gurumukhi like presence of headline 
and division of script in three lines etc. but algorithms 
proposed for Bengali and Devanagari will also not work 
because of shape difference. Data set for all the documents 
reviewed on Gurumukhi script is single column, multiple 
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                                   Figure 4. 

 Headline segmentation: Headline is spanned over the 
columns (body text). Headline must be segmented 
before the body segmentation. In  figure 5.headline 
is in pink color which is spanned over body text. 

                  

                                             Figure 5. 

 Column segmentation: After segmentation of 
headline, each column needs to be segmented before 
line segmentation. Figure 6 contains three columns 
that need segmentation. 

                   

                                               Figure 6. 

 Inter word gap can be large than columns gap: 
sometimes gap in words is large to justify the line. 
Gap in words can be larger than the gap in columns 
which can lead to the false column segmentation. 
(Figure 7)  

                  

                                                      Figure 7 

These were the problems that we could face in article 
segmentation phase. 

B. Problems in recognition of article image 
text: 

Recognition can be defined as when program read scanned 
image of character, extract structural or statistical features of 
character. Features extracted are fed to classifiers to uniquely 
recognize the character based on these features.  But before 
extracting structural and statistical features we need to 
segment line, lines into words and words into characters. 
Many problems we could face in extracting a character and 
recognizing the character like  

 Overlapping of lines: due to characteristics of 
Gurumukhi script, upper and lower zone of lines 
touch with each that cause overlapping of line. 
Overlapped lines are extracted as single line. Special 
treatment isrequired to segment those lines .( figure 
8) 

         
 
                                                              
                                 Figure 9 
 

 Touching of words, characters : most of the times in 
newspaper text , due to poor printing quality ,words 
or characters can touch with each other which  need 
to be segmented with care . ( Figure 10) 
 
 
 

Inter word gap larger 

than column gap

Touching of lines 

Touching of words
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Figure 10 
 

 Heavily printed words: due to quality of printing, 
characters could be heavily printed. As shown in 
figure first character is ‘‘Sassa’ looks like ‘Babba’ 
and second character is ‘haha’ looks like 
‘rara’.(figure 10) 

                           

                                        Figure 11 

 distorted text due to fade or poor printing quality: 
newspapers face continuous exposure of light and 
moisture. Due to fading of ink , border of characters 
broke . Broken characters cause very difficulty in 
extracting features and recognizing the characters. 

               

                                        Figure 12 

 Mixed roman numerals with Gurumukhi script: In 
newspaper text, roman digits are mixed to describe 
any date even or any value. Script identification is 
necessary before recognizing the characters. (figure 
13). 

                

Figure 13: Gurumukhi script mix with Roman digits 

IV. OBSERVATIONS: 

on the basis of review of literature and problems in achieving 
the goal , we had enlisted the following  observation: 

A .Observation regarding article image segmentation 

a) Most of the techniques are based on features of 
scripts like text size, text characteristics, geometric 
features etc. 

b) Some of papers also used RLSA techniques but 
RLSA is usually applied on non overlapping lines or 
blocks. 

c) Newspaper image segmentation research papers are 
available on English, Greek, Chinese, Arabic 
languages etc. 

d) A few research papers are available nationally and 
that is also on  Indian English newspaper not  on any 
Indian script. 

e) There is no paper available on Gurumukhi script 
article image segmentation. 

f) Large projects are running in collaboration to 
convert old newspapers like NDNP in USA, a 
project in university of uttah and many more.  

g) Lam and Stephan were first authors who tried on 
newspaper image segmentation in 1990.  

B. Observations regarding recognition of text: 

a) Most of the research papers available for review ,on 
Gurumukhi script or any other Indian script , are 
single column documents. 

b) Mostly used method for line segmentation in Indian 
printed script is projection profile method. This 
method works well where documents are clean and 
spacing between lines is constant but do not work 
well in overlapped lines. 

c) Some authors used strip height method for 
segmentation of overlapped line but this technique 
fails if font size varies in size. 

Touching of characters
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d) White spaces pitch method, run of black and white 
pixels, water reservoir methods are used for 
character segmentation. 

e) Research work on distorted characters is performed 
at international level but at national level a few 
papers are present especially in Gurumukhi script. 

f) Contour smoothing, filling the gap in border pixels, 
extracting features of fragments and connecting them 
into a character are some techniques proposed in 
literature for distorted text. 

g) To uniquely identify a character through classifier 
various structural and statistical features are used by 
many authors depending upon script. A review is 
also carried out on recognition of numerals mixed 
with Indian scripts which is known as script 
identification. A little work is performed on this 
topic with some resulted limitations like kanna is 
identified as one; comma is identified as 8 or 9. 

V.  CONCLUSIONS 

Many techniques have been implemented on foreign script 
newspapers to convert into computer process able form. But 
Indian script newspaper conversion is at very initial stage. A 
few efforts have been done in Bangla script newspapers and 
text graphic segmentation in some Indian scripts. The pursuit 
should go on to store voluminous information at a click. 
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